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Abstract
The State of California has mandated the preparation of a guidance document on the application of
fecal source identification methods for recreational
water quality management. California contains the
fifth highest population of cattle in the United States,
making the inclusion of cow-associated methods a
logical choice. Because the performance of these
methods has been shown to change based on geography and/or local animal feeding practices, laboratory

comparisons are needed to determine which assays
are best suited for implementation. We describe
the performance characterization of two end-point
PCR assays (CF128 and CF193) and five real-time
quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays (Rum2Bac, BacR,
BacCow, CowM2, and CowM3) reported to be
associated with either ruminant or cattle feces. Each
assay was tested against a blinded set of 38 reference
challenge filters (19 duplicate samples) containing
fecal pollution from 12 different sources suspected to
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impact water quality. The abundance of each hostassociated genetic marker was measured for qPCRbased assays in both target and non-target animals
and compared to quantities of total DNA mass, wet
mass of fecal material, as well as Bacteroidales,
and enterococci determined by 16S rRNA qPCR
and culture-based approaches (enterococci only).
Ruminant- and cow-associated genetic markers were
detected in all filters containing a cattle fecal source.
However, some assays cross reacted with non-target
pollution sources. A large amount of variability was
evident across laboratories when protocols were
not fixed suggesting that protocol standardization
will be necessary for widespread implementation.
Finally, performance metrics indicate that the cattleassociated CowM2q PCR method combined with
either the BacR or Rum2Bac ruminant-associated
methods are most suitable for implementation.

Introduction
The presence of fecal contamination in recreational waters from ruminant animals, in particular
cattle can pose a threat to public health (Soller et al.
2010). For example, cattle feces are commonly associated with the spread of Salmonella, Escherichia
coli O157:H7, Giardia, and Cryptosporidium.
Human populations may be exposed to cattle-derived
fecal pathogens via a number of routes (MacKenzie
et al. 1994, Fayer and Lewis 1999) including swimming or bathing in recreational waters (Cabelli et
al. 1982, Keene et al. 1994). Waterborne disease
outbreaks due to suspected cattle fecal contamination
are documented worldwide (i.e., Cryptosporidium
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA in 1993). Currently,
health authorities rely on the enumeration of fecal
indicators (i.e., enterococci or E. coli) to identify the
presence of fecal contamination. However, a variety
of warm-blooded, and even some cold-blooded
(Harwood et al. 1999, McLain et al. 2009), animals
contain these same fecal indicators making these
approaches insufficient for the determination of cattle
fecal pollution. As a result, many methods have been
developed to detect and/or quantify ruminant fecal
pollution sources (Bernhard and Field 2000, Reischer
et al. 2006, Kildare et al. 2007, Shanks et al. 2008,
Mieszkin et al. 2010). A recent study designed to
assess the performance of several of these methods
with a collection of cattle fecal samples collected
from different geographic locations across the United
States found that the shedding of ruminant-associated
fecal indicators dramatically changed based on

local animal feeding practices (Shanks et al. 2010).
The notion that performance can vary from one
geographic location to another due to local animal
diets or other uncharacterized factors suggests that
these methods must be tested before implementation
in a particular region.
In California, it is estimated that there are
over six million ruminant animals including cattle
(5.35 million), sheep (570,000), goat (3500), deer
(445,000), as well as alpaca and llama (1800); USDA
2012). Because of the prevalence of ruminant
animals in this geographic region, cattle- and
ruminant-host associated fecal identification approaches were included in a large multiple laboratory
fecal source identification method evaluation study
to identify top performing technologies for the State
of California (Boehm et al. 2013). The overall report
of this study provides an excellent overview of the
findings submitted by 27 different laboratories using
a total of 42 different fecal source identification
technologies designed to identify fecal animal
sources ranging from cattle to pigeons. However, the
overall report leaves several important factors that
may influence the performance of ruminant/cattleassociated methods unaddressed warranting further
study in the present work. This report describes the
performance of two end-point PCR assays (CF128
and CF193) and five qPCR assays (Rum2Bac,
BacR, BacCow, CowM2, and CowM3) previously
reported to be associated with either ruminant and/
or cattle feces (Bernhard and Field 2000, Reischer
et al. 2006, Kildare et al. 2007, Shanks et al. 2008,
Mieszkin et al. 2010) using reference fecal samples
collected from the state of California. Issues such as
lack of standardization of protocols, use of extremely
high concentrations of fecal material, influence of
selected performance benchmark definition (unit of
measure and test concentration), and the high degree
of similarity in primer design between most ruminant
methods are explored.

Methods
Sample Collection and Preparation
Fecal material was collected from more than 100
individual animals representing 10 different species
(human, horse, cow, deer, pig, goose, chicken,
pigeon, gull, and dog), 9 primary effluent wastewater
samples, and 6 septage samples collected from
Northern, Central and Southern California (Ervin
et al. 2013). Fecal slurries were prepared for each
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pollution source by mixing equal wet weight masses
or volumes of respective individual samples to
generate composites. Blinded, composite samples, of
both single sources and mixed sources (two pollution
types), were prepared for each slurry at two concentrations (undiluted and 1:10) using 47 mm diameter,
0.4 µm polycarbonate membranes and distributed
to participating laboratories in duplicate sets (n =
38 filters/laboratory). More detailed information
about fecal sample collection and creation of blinded
reference samples is reported elsewhere (Boehm et
al. 2013).

Participating Laboratories and Method
Selection
Eleven laboratories from the United States
(n = 7) and the European Union (n = 4) contributed
data from seven host associated methods (Table 1).
Methods originally reported to be ruminant associated included two end-point PCR approaches,
CF128 andCF193 (Bernhard and Field 2000),
as well as three qPCR technologies, Rum2Bac
(Mieszkin et al. 2010), BacR (Reischer et al. 2006),
and BacCow (Kildare et al. 2007). Note that the
BacCow qPCR method was originally reported to be

cattle associated, but is considered to be ruminantassociated in this study. The rational for this change
is based on findings reported elsewhere (Wang et al.
2010, Boehm et al. 2013) and similarities in primer
design to other ruminant-associated methods (data
not shown). Two qPCR cattle-associated methods
were also submitted including CowM2 and CowM3
(Shanks et al. 2008).

Molecular Protocols
Method protocols, reagents, instrumentation,
and data analysis procedures were not standardized
across laboratories in many instances. A complete
description of each individual laboratory nucleic acid
isolation kit, PCR or qPCR reagents, thermal cycling
instrumentation, and key data analysis information
are reported elsewhere (Boehm et al. 2013). Briefly,
for end-point PCR methods, two nucleic acid isolation kits, two DNA polymerase reagent types, and
three different thermal cycling instruments were
used. For qPCR methods, three nucleic acid isolation
kits, five DNA polymerase reagent types, and three
thermal cycling instruments were used. In addition,
no two participating laboratories used the same
values for the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ)

Table 1. Originally reported performance information for ruminant- and cow-associated PCR and qPCR methods.
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for a given qPCR method. Each laboratory then
submitted results in binary (presence/absence) and
quantitative (estimated log10 copies/sample) formats
for performance comparisons.

Performance Metrics
Four metrics were employed to assess method
performance including: 1) sensitivity (true positives/
(false negatives + true positives)), 2) specificity
(true negatives/(false positives + true negatives)), 3)
estimated mean target abundance (log10 copies/target
group), and 4) estimated mean non-target abundance
(log10 copies/non-target group). For cattle-associated
methods, the target group includes only reference
samples with cow fecal sources. For ruminantassociated methods, the target group included both
cattle and deer reference samples. All other pollution
sources were classified as non-target.

Impact of Performance Benchmark Threshold
and Fecal Material Test Concentration
Original publications for each method utilized
different performance benchmark thresholds to report
performance (Table 1). A performance benchmark
threshold refers to the unit of measure (i.e., mass
of total DNA, wet mass of fecal material, etc.) and
cut-off concentration used by a particular laboratory
to characterize method performance. An in silico
approach was used to investigate how these differences may impact sensitivity, specificity, as well
as abundance of target and non-target metrics. For
this particular analysis, only data from respective
developing laboratories were used to eliminate
variability introduced due to lack of standardization of
protocols and potentially different proficiency levels
of laboratory personnel. A developing laboratory was
defined as the original laboratory which first reported
the tested method in the peer-reviewed literature. Raw
data from developing laboratories was available for
all qPCR methods in this study and was reanalyzed as
follows. First, standard curve quantification cycle (Cq)
values for each method were used to generate master
calibration models (Sivaganesan et al. 2010). Second,
reference sample Cq values were used to estimate
respective DNA target concentrations (log10 copies/
reaction). Estimates were then classified as either a
detect or non-detect based on six different benchmark
thresholds including: 1) estimates <0.1 log10 copies
per reaction = non-detect, 2) estimates <LLOQ (log10
copies/reaction) = non-detect where LLOQ is equal
to the mean estimate from the lowest calibration

curve standard concentration Cq value reported by
each developing laboratory, 3) estimates <predicted
concentration had 1 ng of total DNA been placed in
the reaction = non-detect where the predicted log10
copies of a genetic marker per ng of total DNA was
determined by NanoDrop ND-1000 UV spectrophotometer measurements submitted by each developing
laboratory, 4) estimates <the predicted concentration
had 5000 copies of GenBac3 genetic marker (Siefring
et al. 2008) been placed in the reaction = non-detect,
5) estimates <the predicted concentration had 0.1
mg wet mass of fecal material been placed in the
reaction = non-detect, and 6) estimates <the predicted
concentration had 104 MPN enterococci been placed
in the reaction = non-detect. Predicted log10 copies
per reaction for 5000 copies of GenBac3, 0.1 mg wet
mass of fecal material, and 104 MPN of enterococci
were inferred based on measurements from replicate
samples reported elsewhere (Ervin et al. 2013).
Predicted concentrations of a given genetic marker per
benchmark threshold were estimated using in silico
dilutions or additions based on the proportions of the
benchmark value (i.e., 1 ng total DNA, 0.1 mg wet
mass, etc.) to measured quantities previously reported
for each reference sample. This proportion was then
applied to predict the respective log10 copies of a
genetic marker per reaction for a given benchmark
threshold approach. This method of data normalization assumes that the fecal proportion between different threshold definitions remains constant within each
fecal pollution source when diluted or concentrated in
silico. To illustrate the impact that fecal material test
concentration per reaction has on perceived performance, the specificity of the BacCow qPCR assay was
estimated over a range of GenBac3 concentrations
ranging from 2.0 to 5.0 log10 copies/reaction using the
same in silico dilution approach described above.

Data Analysis
Simple statistics including correlation of
coefficient determination (R2) were calculated with
SAS software (Cary, NC) and Microsoft Excel.
Amplification efficiencies (E ) were based on the
following equation: E = 10^(-1/slope) -1.

Results
Method Performance across All Participating
Laboratories
The range of performance metric values reported
by participating laboratories is listed in Table 2 for
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each method. Sensitivity ranged from 33 to 100% and
specificity ranged from 38 to 100%; however, multiple
methods showed 100% sensitivity and specificity.
Influence of performance benchmark threshold and
test concentration Cq values submitted from each
developing laboratory for CowM2, CowM3, BacCow,
Rum2Bac, and BacR qPCR methods were analyzed
using the same calibration model and LLOQ definition. Calibration models for each method exhibited
a high level of quality with correlation coefficients
(R2) of 0.99, amplification efficiencies ranging from
0.922 to 1.01, and LLOQ values spanning 0.89 to 1.93
log10 copies/reaction (Table 3). Performance metrics
for each qPCR method are reported in Table 4 using
the six previously described benchmark definitions.
Sensitivity ranged from 0 to 100% and specificity
spanned 59 to 100% across methods depending on

performance benchmark definition. The specificity of
the BacCow qPCR method was predicted in silico over
a range GenBac3 genetic marker test reaction concentrations (Figure 1). In addition, the originally reported
benchmark test concentration (5000 GenBac3 target
copies/reaction) and the estimated mean GenBac3
target copies/reaction calculated from previously
reported (Ervin et al. 2013) concentrations in replicate
samples all reference fecal pollution sources (3.69
log10 copies/reaction) are shown.

Discussion
Standardization of Method Protocols Is
Paramount
A large range of specificity and sensitivity
values was observed between different participating

Table 2. Summary of reported performance metric values from practicing laboratories.

Table 3. Calibration model statistics for developing laboratory qPCR data.
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Table 4. Performance metric values of ruminant- and cow-associated qPCR methods with different performance
benchmark thresholds.

“Sen” denotes sensitivity equal to total positives/(false negatives + total positives).
“Spec” denotes specificity equal to total negatives/(false positives + total negatives).

laboratories suggesting that differences in nucleic
acid isolation, qPCR instrumentation, laboratory
proficiency, quality assurance, and/or data analysis
protocols can dramatically influence perceived
method performance (Table 2). This was most
pronounced in the assessment of the BacR qPCR

method where reported specificity ranged from 58 to
100% between participating laboratories. Because
protocols and data analysis approaches were not
standardized across laboratories, it is impossible to
deduce whether the range of specificity values is a
function of the performance of the method or simply
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Figure 1.
Multiple line plot indicating predicted
specificity ranges of the BacCow qPCR method at
different GenBac3 test reaction amounts. Vertical
lines represent log10 copies of GenBac3 per reaction
performance benchmark thresholds for the developing
laboratory (dotted line) and initial, unadjusted amounts
from reference samples “raw” in current study (dashed
line).

variability introduced due to differences in technician
skill and data analysis choices. It is interesting to
note that the BacR developing laboratory reported
100% specificity, raising an important question:
which participating laboratory value reflects the
true specificity of the method? Other studies that
have investigated inter-laboratory variability of
water quality qPCR technologies suggest that when
method protocols are standardized, the variability
between laboratories is usually very low (Griffith
and Weisberg 2011, Shanks et al. 2012, Ebentier et
al. 2013). Thus, it is evident that specific guidelines
and standardization of protocols must be established
in order for these qPCR methods to perform consistently across laboratories, and that protocols should
be established based on optimal conditions described
by developing laboratories.

Impact of Performance Benchmark Threshold
on Perceived Method Performance
Each developing laboratory initially used a
different benchmark threshold (i.e., 1 ng total DNA,
5000 copies GenBac3, etc.) to establish the original
performance of their respective methods (Table 1).
In other words, different developing laboratories used
different amounts of fecal material in test reactions
to assess method performance. Comparisons of
different performance benchmark thresholds in this
study resulted in sensitivity values ranging from 0
to 100%: the largest span of values possible (Table

4). Specificity was also highly variable across some
methods not only resulting in large shifts in frequency of predicted false positives, but also changing
which non-target pollution sources are responsible
for incorrect identifications. For example, using
the GenBac3 5000 copies per reaction performance
benchmark, data indicates that the BacCow qPCR
method cross-reacts with chicken, dog, and gull,
however if the 104 MPN enterococci per reaction
threshold is substituted, the method no longer crossreacts with gull. Gulls are resident in most coastal
environments and cross-reaction to these animals
could be considered a severe liability. Investigation
of differences in method performance due to
benchmark definition selection not only highlights
the potential for dramatically different conclusions
of perceived method performance, but also brings
to light the important question: which performance
benchmark definition should be used? It is likely that
there will not be one benchmark threshold that is best
for all applications. Instead, a particular method may
be considered the best for a given application, but not
appropriate in another scenario.

Method Performance Is Influenced by Fecal
Material Concentration in a Test Reaction
The concentration of fecal material in reference
samples used in this study spanned over five orders
of magnitude based on enterococci MPN concentration estimates (Boehm et al. 2013, Ervin et al. 2013).
The notion that there could be a 100,000 times higher
concentration of fecal material representative of one
animal source compared to another confounds the
ability to assess method performance without first
normalizing reported results. Data normalization was
possible for qPCR based methods based on measurements of enterococci MPN, total DNA mass, and
fecal wet mass determined from replicate samples,
but not for qualitative end-point PCR approaches.
Thus, the performance metrics reported in Table 2
for the CF128 and CF193 end-point PCR methods
should be interpreted with caution.
An in silico exercise was conducted to demonstrate the impact that the amount of fecal material
tested has on specificity. Results indicate that a
three order of magnitude shift in the amount of fecal
material used for amplification can result in a 20%
difference or more in predicted specificity (Figure
1). Several studies report the use of an 80% criterion
for establishing an acceptable specificity level for
fecal source identification technologies (Boehm et
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al. 2013, Layton et al. 2013); thus, the potential for
a 20% shift due to test concentration of fecal material could be problematic. The notion that method
performance is dependent on the amount of fecal
material in a sample has several implications. First,
it will be important to establish the appropriate range
of fecal material that should be used to establish
method performance. This range should be based on
the anticipated amount that will be encountered in
environmental samples for a particular application.
Second, the best method for a particular application
will be dependent on the anticipated amount of fecal
material from different pollution sources that will be
present in environmental samples.

Trends between Ruminant- and CattleAssociated qPCR Methods
A closer examination of qPCR protocols and
results with different performance benchmark thresholds reveals some interesting trends in ruminant- and
cattle-associated methods tested in this study (Table
4). First, qPCR methods that targeted 16S rRNA
genes were consistently more sensitive and had
a higher abundance of target DNA in ruminants
compared to methods that target non-ribosomal genes
associated with cattle only. However, the difference
between target abundance could be as small as sixfold depending on performance threshold selection
suggesting that while there is a clear advantage from
a sensitivity perspective for 16S rRNA-based methods, the magnitude of the difference does not always
confer a decisive benefit. Second, qPCR methods
targeting non ribosomal genes exhibited higher
specificity compared to 16S rRNA-based methods in
almost all instances. Together these trends illustrate
the conundrum often faced by researchers that
develop fecal source identification technologies;
is it more important to be more sensitive or more
specific?

Recommendations for Ruminant and Cattle
Fecal Pollution Identification
The primary goal of this study was to characterize the performance of seven previously reported
end-point PCR and qPCR methods for the identification of ruminant and cattle fecal pollution in environmental waters. Due to constraints imposed by the
preparation of reference samples which resulted in
samples containing different amounts of fecal material, an unbiased assessment of end-point PCR methods CF128 and CF193 was not possible. However,

experiments suggest that many of the qPCR-based
methods may be suitable for fecal source identification applications. Both CowM2 and CowM3 proved
to be cattle-associated and did not cross-react
with any non-target pollution sources regardless
of performance benchmark threshold. However,
CowM2 has a slight advantage over CowM3 based
on sensitivity and target abundance metrics making it
the better choice relative to the samples in this study.
It is more challenging to gauge the performance of
the three ruminant-associated methods (BacCow,
BacR, and Rum2Bac). All three methods had 100%
sensitivity regardless of performance benchmark
definition and all three cross-reacted with one or
more non-target pollution sources. BacCow proved
to be the most abundant in ruminant fecal pollution
sources, followed by Rum2Bac and BacR. However,
the BacCow method cross-reacted with three or more
non-target pollution sources under all test conditions.
Thus, the top performing ruminant associated method
could be either Rum2Bac or BacR, depending on
which animal sources are present in the watershed or
beach of interest and what performance benchmark
threshold is used. In practice, it may be beneficial
to pair a cow-associated method with a ruminantassociated method, especially if cattle are present in
the study area.
Even though several methods performed well
in this study, it is important to note that factors such
as the persistence and decay rate of genetic markers
in environmental matrices, potential influence of
environmental matrix on sensitivity, performance
with a larger fecal pollution reference collection
including samples from other geographic locations,
as well as correlations to human pathogens will
ultimately determine their suitability for widespread
FSI applications.
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